Plasma homovanillic acid as an index of brain dopamine metabolism: enhancement with debrisoquin.
Plasma levels of the dopamine (DA) metabolite homovanillic acid (HVA) may be a useful measure of brain HVA production by central DA systems. Even though there is a significant peripheral contribution to plasma HVA, experimental manipulations that alter brain HVA produce parallel changes in plasma HVA levels. This study was designed to assess whether the ability of plasma HVA to reflect haloperidol induced increases in brain HVA could be strengthened by reducing the contribution to plasma HVA from peripheral sources. Debrisoquin sulfate, a monoamine oxidase inhibitor that does not enter the brain, was given in a low dose schedule to rats and lowered the peripheral contribution to plasma HVA by between 42 and 68%, resulting in a situation where between 62 and 87% of plasma HVA derived from brain. Using this dose schedule, rats pretreated with debrisoquin displayed a significant increase in plasma HVA following a lower dose of haloperidol than that required in the vehicle pretreated rats. In the debrisoquin pretreated group, a 71% increase in brain HVA was accompanied by a significant 60% increase in plasma HVA, whereas the vehicle pretreated group required a 136% increase in brain HVA to display a significant 50% increase in plasma. These findings indicate that debrisoquin pretreatment improves the reliability of plasma HVA to reflect changes in brain DA metabolism. Plasma HVA samples obtained from humans following debrisoquin may provide a clinically applicable method for assessing brain DA systems in neurologic and psychiatric illness.